Privacy and Policy

Introduction:
Shiyou is an academic Online open access journal which means that all content is freely available without charge to the user or his/her institution. Users are allowed to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of the articles in this journal without asking prior permission from the publisher or the author.

Paper Submission:
Shiyou is receiving a research articles. After receiving article, articles are mailed to the reviewers. Review process may take maximum 30 days. If submitted paper is accepted by the reviewers then acceptance letter and review report is send to respective authors. Authors have to send us Copyright Form, Payment Form, Camera Ready Paper, and Payment Details in within given time. Camera Ready Paper must be prepared as per Journal Template. All published journal papers are refereed by the International competent researchers and scientists. Therefore

- Papers are sent to reviewers for their peer review process.
- The reviewer’s recommendations determine whether a paper will be accepted / accepted/ rejected / subject to change / subject to resubmission with significant changes / rejected.
- For papers which require changes, the same reviewers will be used to ensure that the quality of the revised paper is acceptable.
- All papers are refereed, and the Editor-in-Chief reserves the right to refuse any type script, whether on invitation or otherwise, and to make suggestions and/or modifications before publication.

Information Collected:
Personal Information like name, address, telephone number, email address, types of service provided, payment history, manner of payment, amount of payments, date of payments, paper title name, paper id, and deposited amount details are collect (if required) by Shiyou. The financial information will be transferred only be used to bill you for the publication and processing fee purpose. If you pay publication fee or processing fee by credit card/ debit card, this information may be forwarded to your credit card/ debit card provider. All sensitive information is collected on a secure server and data is transferred. When transferring personal information a security icon will appear in your browser. This information is used for billing and to provide service and support to our customers. We may also study this information to determine our customers’ needs and provide support for our customers. All reasonable precautions are taken to prevent unauthorized access to this information. This safeguard may require you to provide additional forms of identity should you wish to obtain information about your account details. This information is used for billing and to provide service and support to our customers. We may also study this information to determine our customers’ needs and provide support for our customers. All reasonable precautions are taken to prevent unauthorized access to this information.